


TrackMyDown was launched in the Fall of 2015 to coincide with 
the release of the first Responsible Down Standard labeled 
products. Though there is not direct connection between 
ALLIED’s TrackMyDown and the standards, we see them as 
complimentary. 

For years prior, ALLIED had built an internal automated database 
that tracked every cluster of down from the farms through 
shipping, production, blending and all the way to the factory. 
This allowed an unparalleled level of traceability for our partner 
brands, but as animal welfare and transparency became a 
consumer concern, we knew we could use this database to 
bring this level of transparency, traceability and knowledge to 
anyone thinking about purchasing a down product. 

The launch of the standards was an important step in the right 
direction in terms of verifying supply chains, but they do not 
come close to communicating the subtleties of down to the 
end user. They simply state that the material came from an 
audited farm. 

TrackMyDown was created to not only bring an unmatched level 
of traceability, but help educate the consumer on what makes 
down both the best insulation on and for the planet.

Down is a complex insulation, it’s our goal 
to help educate consumers to help them 
make informed decisions.
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End users can learn about origin, fill power, treatments, 
cleanliness and contents. Additional informational pages 
also highlight the complexity of down itself, what makes it 
such a great and sustainable insulation and the difficulty 
and need for responsible sourcing.

To learn more about the lot pages, please feel free to use 
the following lot number to view an example of a live lot:

Lot pages on TrackMyDown offer 
the user far greater information and 
knowledge about their down than any 
current sourcing standard.



Primary communications can be offered through hang tags 
and sewn in labels. ALLIED works with our TMD partners 
to offer lot numbers and any related information / assets 
needed for product catalogs, web pages, tradeshow 
demonstrations, etc.

All tags and labels are produced by our bluesign partner 
printer. The hang tags are printed on FSC certified paper 
using soy based ink and have been designed with a size to 
reduce waste over the parent sheets.



ALLIED has developed a simple to implement series of widgets that 
allow our TMD partners to embed TrackMyDown directly into their 
sites. This allows those brands to communicate the availability of 
the tool to their customers bringing increased traffic to their sites, 
additional brand engagement and potential post-purchase traffic.

ALLIED is able to work with these partners to 
create additional educational or marketing 
campaigns around TrackMyDown - from point 
of sale displays to internal sales seminars.



Launching in Fall 2015 with 5 strategic partners, TrackMyDown has grown to now include 
over 100 brands and retailers worldwide. 

We have done seminars with sales teams to some brands that allow their on-floor staff to 
use the tool to answer almost any customer question - all with jacket in hand referencing 
the exact down inside. This has shown to lead to greater sales in these stores. 

Additionally, we see exponentially increased traffic to the brands that do even very simple 
communications to their customers promoted accessibility to the tool.

TrackMyDown has been proven to be a valuable 
sales tool for all TMD partner brands.
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42% US

18% Canada

8% Sweden

6% Japan

4% Germany

3% UK

2% South Korea



Between  700 and  3000 views per day for F20

Between  200 and  4000 views per day for F19
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lot views per season

60,000+ NEW users in F20 season alone 

(up from F19) 90% direct through on-product 

communications 10% organic search 16% of total 

users were returning visitors
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For more information contact:

Matthew Betcher, Creative and Marketing Director
matthewbetcher@alliedfeather.net


